The Portable Morgue Trailer Unit (PMTU) is ideal for first responders, fire departments, rescue teams, coroners, as well as any mass casualty situation. The standard trailer unit features unique designs and performance specifications. This fully insulated portable morgue trailer unit can hold up to 20 cadavers and comes standard with both interior lighting and exterior flood lights. The non skid, walk up door ramp on the back of the trailer is large enough to wheel bodies in and out. It can be operated off of its self contained generator or connected to a shore line power source via the 50' heavy duty extension cords. Cord included. The self contained battery power is fully rechargeable on this trailer. The seamless rubber flooring and seam sealed walls make it easy and safe to clean. The cooling unit installed on this portable morgue trailer is powerful enough to bring the inside temperature down to almost freezing even on the hottest days.